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Attention: Chair Frank Dale and Members of Regional Council
c/o Kathryn Lockyer, Director of Clerks and Regional Clerk 
Email: kathryn.lockyer @ peelregion.ca

Re: Proposed Region of Peel Official Plan Amendment (ROP 14-002)
Bolton Residential Expansion Study (BRES) Area 
Submission on Behalf of Option 3 Landowners 

_______ Regional Council Meeting - July 21,2016______________________________

As you are aware, Aird & Berlis LLP represents the Bolton Option 3 Landowner Group 
(“B3LG”). We previously wrote to you on July 5, 2016, expressing concerns with the staff 
report and recommendation dated June 28, 2016, which indicates that Peel Region should 
proceed to a public meeting on an Option 4/5 hybrid.

Representatives and consultants on behalf of the B3LG met with senior regional staff on 
July 13, 2016, to better understand why staff were recommending an Option 4/5 hybrid 
instead of Option 3. As the members of Regional Council will recall, Options 3 and 4 both 
ranked as the Most Preferred Options in The Planning Partnership’s report:

THEME OPTION 1 OPTION 1/2 OPTION 3 OPTION 4 OPTION 5 OPTION 6
Overall

Preference
Theme 1
Natural heritage + 
associated functions 
Criteria 1 & 2

Some Least Most Some Some Some
Option

3

Theme 2
Coordinated, efficient, 
cost-effective 
infrastructure 
Criteria 3, 4, 5 & 6

Some Least Least Some Most Most
Options 

5 & 6

Theme 3 
Promote fiscal 
responsibility 
Criteria 7 & 8

Least Least Least Some Most Most
Options
5&6

Theme 4
Compact, complete, 
healthy communities 
Criteria 9.10,11,12 & 13

Most Some Most Some Least Least
Options
1&3

Theme 5 
Agricultural lands 
Criteria 14 & 15

Some Least Some Some Some Some
No clear 

preference
Theme 6 
Urban Structure 
Implications 
Criteria 16,17 & 38

Some Some Most Most Least Least
Options 
3 &4

1 .
SOME LEAST MOST MOST SOME SOME

Options
3 &4
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A review of The Planning Partnership’s summary chart shows that Option 3 was hindered 
by “Least” ratings under Themes 2 and 3. These themes relate to the provision of cost- 
efficient infrastructure and the promotion of fiscal responsibility. Option 3 was discounted 
by senior staff on the basis of perceived financial risks to the Region.

This letter is submitted to provide clarity regarding how the infrastructure needs of Option 
3 can be met in a fiscally responsible manner. If the B3LG’s proposals as herein described 
are deemed acceptable in principle to Regional Council, it would easily result in Option 3 
being rated the Most Preferred Option moving forward.

Financial Commitments Offered by the B3LG

The B3LG has authorized Aird & Berlis LLP to provide this letter as a commitment to the 
Region by the members of the B3LG that the future development of Option 3 will be 
achieved in a fiscally responsible manner. The B3LG’s proposals for financing the 
necessary infrastructure include the following specific commitments:

Front-Ending

o The B3LG will finance without interest up to $69.1 million of water and 
wastewater infrastructure. This commitment will ensure that the Region is 
relieved of the debts, carrying costs, financial risks, and repayment obligations 
associated with financing this infrastructure. The costs and risks will be borne 
by the developers that stand to benefit from the infrastructure.

Area Specific Development Charges (“ASDCs”)

o In addition to paying existing Region-wide DCs, the B3LG will agree to an 
ASDC for Option 3 for water and wastewater projects totalling $69.1 million. 
The B3LG will further agree to an ASDC respecting road infrastructure for 
Option 3 totalling $12.77 million. In total, the B3LG is committing now to 
ASDCs that would generate an additional $81.9 million towards the cost of 
roads and servicing.

Early Payment

o The B3LG will enter into an early payment agreement with the Region 
respecting the $12.77 million noted above for road infrastructure. This early 
payment will ensure the Region can offset road related expenses early in the 
process and build the necessary infrastmcture in a timely way. This will
improve cash flow while resulting in no growth-related debt to the Region.
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Lifecycle Costs

o The B3LG will commit now to be responsible for the following lifecycle costs 
(unless the Region elects to use area specific user rates for these costs):

* Zone 7 water projects, for a period of 25 years from the in-service date 
or until complete build out of the Option 3 lands.

■ King Street grade separation, for the period of time until GO Rail 
service is provided or the date when the Region determines that existing 
traffic demonstrates the need for the grade separation.

The proposed use of front-ending, ASDCs and early payment agreements, along with the 
B3LG’s commitments concerning lifecycle costs, provides a comprehensive financial 
strategy that will result in the Region no longer incurring debt carrying costs for required 
growth-related infrastructure in Bolton. At the same time, B3LG’s proposed financial 
strategy - which is consistent with information provided to Regional Council in the staff 
report dated February 22, 2016, entitled “The New Approach to Planning, Servicing and 
Financing Growth in the Region of Peel - will eliminate current concerns about the 
disconnect between the Region building new infrastructure in Bolton, but having to wait 
for off-setting development charge revenue.

Moreover, the use of ASDCs for development within Option 3 neutralizes the issue of debt 
repayment:

i. An ASDC results in only those who benefit from infrastructure bearing the 
burden of its cost. Taxpayers and other developers are therefore not responsible 
for the costs attributable to Option 3. Once an ASDC is implemented, other 
developers within the Region will pay a lower Regional DC.

ii. Payments made to the Region by way of ASDC would provide the cash flow 
necessary to repay funding advanced by the B3LG. This mitigates concerns 
about cash flow and reduces Regional debt.

iii. To date the Region has collected approximately $4,459 million in DCs towards 
BRES-related infrastructure. These collections will continue until an ASDC is 
passed and the Regional DC is revised. These collections could be re
channelled towards other Regional infrastructure priorities, further 
reducing Regional debt.
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Most significantly in our submission, the commitments herein offered by the B3LG 
represent a willing financial involvement with the Region to realize the intended results of 
BRES-related growth. Options that do not present such willing financial participant ought 
to be discounted as risk-laden and potentially fraught with future challenges to the 
Region’s authority to use financial tools like ASDCs. We ask that the members of 
Regional Council carefully consider this aspect of the BRES process when determining 
which options to endorse.

Other Planning Considerations

The B3LG asks that the members of Regional Council keep the following additional 
considerations in mind when reviewing staff recommendations on a preferred option:

Government Grants

o The Province has signalled to municipalities through various recent legislative and 
regulatory changes that its grants and subsidies will be tied to a municipality’s ability 
to demonstrate that it is taking the government’s priorities into consideration in its 
decision-making. The most important provincial priority at this time is the provision of 
cost-effective mass public transit. There is a risk to the Region that future provincial 
and federal grants or stimulus programs will not be available if the Region directs 
future growth to areas that do not make efficient use of planned mass transit. The GO 
Rail station site selected by Metrolinx is adjacent to Option 3. None of the other 
options under consideration (including a hybrid Option 4/5) is proximate to the 
selected GO station site.

Environmental Impact

o A hybrid Option 4/5 would contain numerous environmental features, most of which 
are isolated and widely distributed. Accommodating a range of natural heritage 
features, either as isolated features or as part of a connected system, will present 
access, transportation, and servicing challenges, all of which will ultimately add costs 
to the realization of growth. These challenges have not been fully considered.

Agricultural Fragmentation

o A hybrid Option 4/5 would contain approximately 150-200 acres of orphaned 
agricultural lands. The impact of fragmenting Peel’s existing agricultural lands both on 
existing agricultural uses and on future urban development through a hybrid Option 4/5 
has not been fully considered.
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Land Use Compatibility

o A hybrid Option 4/5 would be adjacent to the proposed 1.5 million square foot 
Canadian Tire distribution centre in Bolton. Last month, Canadian Tire submitted a 
site plan amendment application seeking hydrogen fueling, storage and possible 
production at this facility. The compatibility of siting new urban growth in Bolton in 
close proximity to a potential hydrogen distribution, storage, and production facility 
has not been fully considered.

These issues should certainly be fully canvassed before Regional Council endorses a 
hybrid Option 4/5 as its preferred option for growth in Bolton.

Concluding Submissions

When Option 3 is re-evaluated with the financial commitments provided in this 
submission, the result is a clear winner:

THEME OPTION 1 OPTION 1/2 OPTION 3 OPTION 4 OPTION 5 OPTION 6
Overall

Preference
Theme 1
Natural heritage + 
associated functions 
Criteria 1 & 2

Some Least Most Some Some Some
Option

3

Theme 2
Coordinated, efficient, 
cost-effective 
infrastructure 
Criteria 3, 4,5 & 6

Some Least Most Some Most Most
Options 
5 & 6

Theme 3 
Promote fiscal 
responsibility 
Criteria 7 & 8

least least Most Some Most Most
Options 
5 & 6

Theme 4
Compact, complete, 
healthy communities 
Criteria 9,10,11,12 & 13

Most Some Most Some Least Least
Options 

1 & 3

Theme 5 
Agricultural lands 
Criteria 14 & 15

Some Least Some Some Some Some
No clear 

preference

Theme 6 
Urban Structure 
Implications 
Criteria 16,17 & 18

Some Some Most Most Least Least
Options 

3 & 4

I 1 yU( lol 1 SOME LEAST MOST MOST SOME SOME
Options 

3 &4

The B3LG acknowledges that the themes used in the foregoing chart are not to be 
considered in isolation, but are intended to be blended to create the most complete 
community on a variety of levels. However, in our submission, Option 3 delivers the best 
blend of all priorities.
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With the financial details provided in this letter, Option 3 clearly becomes the Most 
Preferred option from a financial planning perspective. There is no other option being 
considered by the Region that ensures less financial risk and less debt to the Region and its 
taxpayers. Equally, there is no other option under consideration by the Region that better 
succeeds in addressing the land use planning objectives of the Region and the Town. This 
has now been confirmed by two planning studies conducted by private consultants - 
Meridian Planning Consultants on behalf of the Town of Caledon and The Planning 
Partnership on behalf of Peel Region. In our submission, Regional Council would be 
unwarrantedly endorsing a suboptimal option were the Region to proceed with any option 
other than Option 3.

Finally, we remind the members of Regional Council that the options now under 
consideration originate from a ROPA application originally filed by the Town of Caledon 
in September 2014. The Town’s application sought to amend the Region of Peel’s Official 
Plan to include the Option 3 lands into the Bolton Rural Service Centre. When the 
proposed ROPA proceeds to a public meeting, it should at a minimum include the original 
ROPA as proposed by the Town (i.e. Option 3) along with any modifications to the 
applied-for ROPA being proposed by the Region (i.e. the hybrid Option 4/5). Proceeding 
in this manner will ensure that the public is given the best opportunity to weigh in on the 
preferred options for the residential expansion of Bolton.

Yours truly,

AIRD & BERLIS LLP
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c.c. Client
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